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The n-coalescent is a continuous-time Markov chain on a finite set of states, which describes 
the family relationships among a sample of n members drawn from a large haploid population. 
Its transition probabilities can be calculated from a factorization of the chain into two independent 
components, a pure death process and a discrete-time jump chain. For a deeper study, it is useful 
to construct a more complicated Markov process in which n-coalescents for all values of n are 
embedded in a natural way. 

1. The rz coalescent 

For any natural number n, let gn denote the finite set of equivalence relations 
on {1,2,. . . , n}. For R E gn, denote by IRI the number of equivalence classes of 
R. A continuous-time Markov chain (E?,; t 2 0) with state space %‘,, is said to be an 
n-coalescent if Ro is the identity relation 

A = {(i, i); i = 1, 2, . . . , n), W) 

and the transition rates 

6, q E gn, 5 # 77, are given by 

1 if 5x77, 
q517 = 

0 otherwise. 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

Here 6 < q denotes that v is obtainetl from 6 by combining two of its equivalence 
cllasses, so that 

&q?G+&rl, kI=ld+1* (1.4) 
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Because Z$, is finite, such chains exist and all have the same finite-dimensional 
distributions (the same nume, in Kendall’s terminology [4]). By the usual abuse of 
language, we talk of the n-coalescent when we wish to make generic statements 
about n-coalescents. 

The n-coalescent was introduced in [8] in response to the demands of population 
genetics. If a sample of n individuals is taken at time to from a large haploid 
population, and if R, consists of those pairs (i, j) for which the ith and jth members 
of the sample have a common ancestor alive at time to - t, then (with a proper time 
scale, and making certain biological assumptions) the process {R,} has the stochastic 
structure of the n-coalescent. We refer the reader interested in these applications 
to [S]; the robustness of the n-coalescent as an approximation for large population 
size in a variety of models will be explored elsewhere. 

We are concerned with the properties of the Markov chain itself. Follow [8] in 
noting that the total transition rate 

qt = ii h -‘P{R r+hf:51Rt=5)= c q&l 
T#Y 

(1.5) 

out of 6 is given by 

so that the sojourn time in any state 5 with IsI= k has a probability density 

dkewdkt (t>O), &=ik(k-l), (1.7) 

depending only on I&. Moreover, the transition from 5 must be to a state q with 
ITI= Irl- 1. Hence the process 

Dt = [R,I (1.8) 

is itself a Markov chain with states 1,2, . . . z n, having transition rates 

Yiii h -'P{Dr+/, =ZID,=k}={ 
dk if I=k-1, 

0 if Z#k,k-1. 
(1.9) 

In the usual terminology {DC; t 3 0) is a pure death process with initial state tz and 
death rates dk. 

The state 1 is absorbing for {DC}, corresponding to the absorbing state 

O={(i, j); i, j= 1,2,. . . , n) (1.10) 

for {R,}. The transit time 

T = inf{t 2 0, R, = 8) = inf{t a 0; D, =,= 1) (1.11) 

can be represented as 

T= c ak, 
k=2 

(1.12) 
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where 7k is the sojourn time of (Q} in state k ; the 7k are independent with respective 
distributions (1.7). These simple facts are exploited in [8, Section 51. 

A typical sample path of {R,} moves through a sequence of equivalence relations 

spending time ?k in Bk. Clearly 

I%?kI = k. (1.14) 

It is a standard fact (see, for instance, [1, Section II.191 or [3, Section 8.31 that the 
sequence (1.13) forms a Markov chain, the jump chain of the n-coalescent. 

2. The jump chain 

Theorem 1. In an n-coalescent, the death process (D, ; t 2 0) and the jump chain 
(9& ; k = n, n - 1, n - 2, . . . , 1) are independent, and 

Rt = BDt (2.1) 

for all t > 0. The transition probabilities of the Markov chain (Sk) are given by 

whenever 5 E gn, ISI = k, 2 s k s n. The absolute probabilities are given by 

P{%& = 5) = 
(n - k)!k!(k - l)! 

n!(n - l)! 
Al!&! ’ ’ ’ hk!, 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

if Al, h2, . . . 9 Ak are the sizes of the equivalence classes of &. 

Proof. According to the theory of jump chains, the transition probabilities are of 
the form 

4JqE (6 # 7) 

so long as qE > 0 (the chain terminates on reaching a state with qr = 0), and condi- 
tioned on the jump chain the sojourn times are independent, the sojourn time in 
a state 6 having probability density 

q6 ewqEf (t > 0). 

Applying this to the n-coalescent, (2.2) is immedate. If Bk = 6, then qt = dk, and SO 
the conditional distribution of Tk, given the jump chain, is the same as its uncondi- 
tional distribution (1.7). Thus the conditional joint distributions of {Dt} given (3,) 
are the same as the corresponding unconditional distributions, showing that thlt 
two processes are independent. (2.1) follows at once from the definitions of D, and 

Bk* 
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We prove (2.3) by backward induction on k, it being clearly true for k = n. By (2.2), 

Pk (6) = Wk = 0, 6 E &l, Irl= k 

satisfies 

2 
DC-lb) = *;, ktBc _ 1) PkW* 

If Al, AZ, . . . , hk_l are the sizes of the equivalence classes of qt those of 6 are Al, 

J 2,***, \ h-1, V, h-V, &+I, l ..,hksl for some I, l<lsk-1, andsome v, 1~~s 

A/- 1. If for the purpose of induction we assume that ok is given by (2.3), we have 

k-: A,-1 2 (n -k)!k!(k - l)! 
Pk-1(v)= c c -- - 

v=l k(k - 1) n !(n - I)! 
Al! l l 0 A~-l!v!(Al -v)! l l 9 Akvl!$ 

Al 

I=1 0 V 

= (n - k)!(k - l)!(k - 2)! k-l A,-1 

n!(n - l)! 
Al!A2! l l 9 AH! c c 1, 

I=1 v=l 

which yields (2.3) with k replaced by (k - 1) because 

k-l A,-1 k-l 

c 1 I= C (Al-l)=ii-(k-1). 
I=1 us=1 I=1 

Hence the theorem is proved. 

The same induction argument may be used to compute all the joint distributions 
of (3,). The reader will readily verify the fact (which is anyway obvious if (2.3) is 
combined with f8, Section 61 that, for I < k, 1st = k, lql= 1, 6 c 7, 

(2.4) 

where Al, AZ,. . . , Al are the sizes of the equivalence CkiSSeS of the rehtiOn in %k 

which v induces on the equivalence classes of 6. 
Theorem 1 determines the finite-dimensional distributions of the n-coalescent 

itself. For example, if 5 E 8, has ISl= k, then (2.1) shows that 

P(R, = 5) = P{D, = k}P{%k = 5). (2.5) 

The first element in this factorization is ‘given by convolutions of the negative 
exponential distributions (I .7), since 

(2.6) 

while the second element is given by (2.3). I,t is perhaps rather surprising, in view 
of the many possible sample paths through ithe complex set gn, that (2,3) should 
take such a simple form. However, though simple it is by no means easy to handle 
when n is large. 
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It is suggested in [8] that there could be some advantage in embedding n- 
coalescents for a!: dues of n in a single random process. Specifically, let Z!? be the 
(uncountable) set of all equivalence relations on N = { 1,2,3, . . .}, and define pn : 8 + 

Z$ by restriction: for R E 8, 

p,,R = {(i, j); 1 G i, j G n, (i, j) E R}. 

Then a proof was sketched in [8] of the existence of a random process 
with values in %’ such that, for all n E N, (p,R,; t 2 0) is an n-coalescent. 

(2.7) 

(R,; ts0) 

We here give a different proof of that result, based on the factorisation of 
Theorem 1, which gives a -more diree+ cue- tib L”hstruction and explicit formulae for the 
finite-dimensional distributions of the &valued process. Xt was noted in [8] that 
the pure death process could be defined, as it were, for iz L= 00, by noting that the 
series Idi’ converges. Thus a pure death process {D,; t > 0) exists with death rates 
dk and 

this makes a transition from k to (k - 1) at time 

00 

c ?r 
.=k 

(2.9) 

where the TV are as before independent with densities (1.7), and (2.9) has finite 
expectation 

00 

Cd -1 2 -- 
r 

r=k 
=&I’ 

We now try to define a discrete-time Markov process {%!k; k E IV}, taking values 
in 8, so that (2.1) is the required continuous-time process. To do this requires an 
efficient way of handling distributions on the set 55. This ma,chinery exists when, 
as here, the distributions are invariant under permutations, essentially because in 
Theorem 2 we have a variant of de Finetti’s theorem. 

3. Exchangeable equivalence relations 

An equivalence relation on N is of course a subset of N x N, and so Z? can be 
regarded as a subset of the set 2NxN. If we give 2NxN its product topology, % is 
closed_ I-J - _,ence the s-u’ospace topology fo*a %’ is compact and metrisable. It can also 
be described as the weakest topology making all the functions P,, : 25 + iZn (the latter 
with the discrete topology) continuolJs. Since the pn separate points of %‘, the 
Stone-Weierstrass theorem shows that any continuousf: Z? + R! can be approximated 
by functions g 0 pn (g: 5& -r R). We shall use this topology, and the induced measur- 
able structure, for ‘5Y without further comment. 
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A probability measure on % is called exchangeable if, for any permutation 
TT: N --) N, it is invariant under the induced bijection 6: S? + % defined by 

iiR = {(ri, nj); (i, j) e R}. (3.1) 

A ran(dom equivalence relation R is called exchangeable if its distribution is, i.e. 
if iiR lhas the same distribution as R for all n. 

One way of constructing an exchangeable random equivalence relation is by the 
paintbox construction of [7]. Let x0, xl, x2, . . . satisfy 

Let Zr , Z2, . . . be independent random variables with the same distribution 

P{zj=r}=x,, r=o, 1,2,* l l , (3.3) 

and define 

R ={(i, j); i=jorZi=Z~~:I). (3.4) 

It is clear that the distribution of R is an exchangeable probability measure P” 
depending only on the sequence 

X = (X0, Xl, X2, . . .). 

Notice that P” is unchanged if 
reason it is sometimes convenient 

(3.5) 

some of the xr for P Z= 1 are permuted. For this 
to normalise so that 

(3.6) 

However, x0 plays a special role, and P” is affected if it is interchanged with 
another x,. 

The construction can of course ble generalised by allowing the sequence x to be 
random (and interpreting (3.3) and the independence of the Zj as being conditional 
on x). This yields the distribution 

P= 
I 

PX&W, (3.7) 

where J-L is the distribution of x, and the integral extends, osqer all sequences satisfying 
(3.2). What is much less trivial is that any exchangeable probability measure on 55’ 
is of this form for some pu. 

eorem 2. Let R be an exchangeable random equivalence relation on N. For any 
r, n E M, let A,(n) denote the size of the rth largest equivIalence class o[g,R. Then the 
limits 

= Gil r&,(n) (3.8) 
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exist with probability (one, and X0 may be chosen so that 

x = MO, Xl, x2, l * l > (3.9) 

satisfies (3.2) and (3.6). The conditionc ‘1 distribution of R, given X9 is Px. Hence 
the distribution of R is given by (3.7), where p is the distribution of X. 

Proof. Let 9, be the g-field of events defined in terms of R which are unchanged 
if R is replaced by GR, for any permutation rr for which all m 2 n + 1 are fixed. 
Note that $,, z&+~, and that A,(n) is Ca, -measurable. The exchangeability of R 
implies that the conditional distribution of pnR, given S,, is invariant under permuta- 
tions of {1,2,. . . , n). There is only one invariant distribution on 8n with given 
values of A,(n) (r = 1,2 , . . .), and it is given by the following recipe: 

Let n balls be coloured with colours C1, C2, . . . , so that h,(n) has colour C,. Let 
these be sampled without replacement, and it :t R, contain (i, j) if the ith and jth 
balls have the same colour. Then the distribution of R, is the conditional distribution 
of p,R, given S,. 

Consider in particular, for m < n, the random variable 

A,(m)=Al(m)-tA2(m)+* l l +A,(m). 

This is not less than the number of the first m balls sampled which are of colours 

Cl, c-2,. l l 9 C, and this random variable has expectation 

mn -‘A,(n). 

Hence 

E{m-lA,(m)I~,}~n-‘A,(n), (3.10) 

and a reversed martingale theorem of Doob [2, Theorem VII.4.251 slows that 

lim n-‘A,(n) 
n+W 

exists wirh probability one. This establishes the existence of the limits (3.8), Fatou’s 
lemma shows that 

and the faci that A,+l(n) s A,(n) shows that X,, 1 6 X,. Wence the sequence (3.9), with 

xc?=1-: xr, 
r=l. 

satisfies (3.2) and (3.6). 
We now compute the conditional distribution of p,,, 9 given the limit cdiel 

n=l 
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For m < n, the conditional distribution given 9, is the distribution of p,,W,, where 

Pmn - l 8, + ‘8, is the restriction map 

pmnR = {(i, j); 1~ i, j G m, (i, j) E R}. (3.12) 

Thus it is the distribution of the “same colour” relation on the first m balls sampled 
from the n : if 6 E 8, has equivalence classes of sizes ~1, ~2, . + . , vk, then 

PIpmR = ~\A}= {(n),J1 c (A&))v,(~,(n))v, * l l (&(n))v,9 (3.13) 
rlJ2s-rk 

distinct 

where(A),=h(A-l)*.*(A-v+l). 
As II + 00 in (3.13), the left-hand side converges to the conditional probability 

given 9. If 6 is such that vj 2 2 for all j < k, the dominated convergence theorem 
applies to the right-hand side since A,(n) c n/r, and (3.8) shows that 

Thus we have proved that 

whenever m 2 1, 6 E &,, and 5 has no singletons. 
New extend (3.14) to all 6 by induction on the number of singletons of 6. Suppose 

(3.14) is true for all 5 with less than s singletons, an.d let 5 be a relation in Z!& with 
s singletons. By exchangeability, we may suppose that one of these is {rn}. Then, 

if Pm-l.&= rl, 

P(p,R =cI.%}=P{pm-lR =&+-cPbnlR=5l~), 

where the sum extends over c # 5 with P,,_~,~L = q. Both q and all the 4’ have less 
than s singletons, so that the right-hand side may b’e evaluated using (3.14). This 
results in (3.14) for 6, so that the induction succeeds, and (3.14) is true without 
restriction. 

Since (3.14) is true for all m, the Stone-Weierstrass property establishes that the 
conditional distribution of R itself, given 9, is Px9 and the theorem is proved. 

Theorem 2 is a Yariant of the main result of [a], and the two proofs are closely 
related. Note that the measure g constructed in the proof is concentrated on 
sequences satisfying (3.6), and that it is the only measure p so concentrated, which 

es (3.7) for the given P [6]. There is however another way to achieve 
uniqueness, in the special case when, for some k, 

{IRI>!+=o. (3.15) 
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When this is true, p can be taken as concentrated on the sequences with 

xk+l -_xk+2=’ I a=() (3.16) 

and to be (finitely) exchangeable with respect to x1, x2, . . . , xk. If this requirement 
is substituted for (3.6), p is again unique. 

One very important special case occurs when x0 = 0 and p is proportional to 
Lebesgue measure on the simplex 

k 
dk = (&x2,-,&);&30, 1 &=I 

l 

r=l 
(3.17) 

The corresponding probability measure on 8 will be denoted by Pk, so that 

gk= l -* J J p - (O’UI’X2 ,..., x,.0 . . . . 1 (k -I)! dxr dx2. l l l d&--1. (3.18) 

Ak 

Now suppose that R has distribution pk. We may compute the distribution of 
the restriction p,JZ because, for i;* E gn, I&i= 2 c k, 

= . . . J J -6 L Xr,Xrz l l l Xr,,(k -l)! dxl l l . dXk_1 

Ak 

c (f Al!&! l l l &!(k - l)! 
= (k-l+hl+*e*+AI)! 

k! hl!h2! l . . A/!(k - l)! =- 
(k -I)! (k-l+n)! ’ 

where the sum extends over all rl, r2, . . . , r, for which ri = rj if and only if (i, j) E 5, 

and Al, AZ, . . . , AI are the sizes of the equivalence classes of 5. 
Hence a random equivalence relation R on N with distribution !&, has 

(3.19) 

for&S&,1~1=1dk ( a result essentially due to Watterson [9]). A comparison with 
(2.3) is striking, the normalising constants differing because (3.19) allows 6 with 
fewer than k equivalence classes. Indeed, if we sum (2.3) Lnd (3.19) over 5 with 
ItI= k and divide th e results, we see that 

{Id = kl= 
n !(n - l)! 

l;n+k-l)::n-k)! 
(3.20) 
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under Pi<, and that 

(3.21) 

whenever M 3 k. Since the right-hand side of (3.20) tends to 1 as n + 00, it is plausible 
that Pk is the correct ‘limiting form’ for the distribution of %!k. 

4. The coalescent 

Theorem 3. There exists a Markov sequence (a, ; k = 1,2, . . .), where the possible 
values of Sk are the relations in 8 with exactly k equivalence classes, such that %k 
has the distribution !P$ arzd 

whenever 6 E & Irl= k. If (DI; t > 0) is a pure death process with death rates dk = 
fk(k - l), satisfying (2.8) and independent of (B,), then 

RO=A, R,=Bo, (t>O) (4.2) 

defines a Markov process on 8 for which 

is an ,n-coalescent for my n EN. 

Proof. Let (XI, X2, . . . 2 Xk J be uniformly distributed on the simplex Ak. A random 
point X’ in Ak_l may be constructed by re-arranging the values 

x,+&,x,,-..,x, 

in random order. A trivial calculation then shows that X’ is uniformly distributed 
over Ak_l. Apply this result to the non-zero paintbox frequencies X, (arranged in 
randlom order) of a random equivalence relation with distribution pk. Then the XL 
are the corresponding frequencies for a rela.tion R’ obtained from R by combining 
a randomly chosen pair of equivalence classes, and it follows that R’ has distribution 
yk-1. This consistency property suffices to prove the existence of the Markov 
process {%!k} with the given properties. 

Now define R, by (4.2) and, for s > 0, consider the distributions of {R,,,; t 2 0) 
conditional on {R, ; u s s}. Since R,,, depends only on D,,, and on *%k for k s JR& 
these conditional distributions depend only on {D,,,; t 2 0) and {!%!k ; k c D,}. By 
the Markov properties of D and 8, these in turn depend only on D, and %!Ds, SO 
that they depend only on R,. Thus I? is a Markov process, and indeed a homogeneous 

arkov process since there is no dependence on s except through 
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For any i #j, the exchangeability of Bk and (3.19) imply that 

P{(i, j) E 9&j = P{(l, 2) E Bk} = P(P& = ~20) 

Hence 

= 2/(k + 1). 

P{(i, j) E I?,) = E{2/(0, + I)}+ 0 

as tJ0 by (2.8). Since R, increases with t, this shows that, with probability one, any 
pair i Z j satisfies (i, j) & I?, for all sufficiently small t, so that 

kL R, = A 

in the topology of 8. 

(4.4) 

For N E N, let the equivalence classes of BN be C1, Cz, . . . , CN, where the labelling 
is accomplished in such a way that the smallest element cr of C, satisfies il s c2 s 
l l l s cN. This convention ensures that, because of (4.4), for any n E I!& 

rcC, (r=1,2,...,n) (4.5) 

for all sufficiently large N. Define RiN’ E ?& by declaring that (i, j) E RiN if and 
only if Ci and Ci lie in the same equivalence class of RT(NI+r, where 

T(N)= f ST, (4.6) 
r=N+l 

is the instant at which D, enters N. Note that 

IR I”’ I = a- T(N), (4.7) 

which is a pure death process starting at N, and that the successive values of 

{R IN’ ; t 2 0) are B?lf”’ (k = N, N - 1, . . . , l), where B iNv’ is the relation whicn & 
induces on the Ci. From this and (4.1) it follows that {L??kN)} is a Markov chain, 
independent of the death process (4.7) and having transition probabilities of the 
form (4.1). Hence {Ri”‘; t 30) is an N-coalescent. 

Now recall from [8, Section 71 that pnlv maps N-coalescents into n-coalescents, 
so that (pnNRjN)} is an n-coalescent. However, (4.5) shows that, for fixed n, 

P~NR 1N’ = P& 

for all t >O and all sufficiently iarge N, so that the joint distributions of Ip,&!“)} 
converge to those of (p,Rt) as N +CQ TFhus (p,Rt} is an n-coalescent, and the 

theorem is proved. 

An %-valued process {R,; t 3 0} for which {p,Rt} is an n-coalescent for all n is 
called a coalescent, so that Theorem 3 gives one way of constructing coalescenits. 
There are of course other ways, but the Stone-Weierstrass property shows that 
they all have the same finite-dimensional distributions [8]. Hence it is legitimate 
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to talk of the co&scent. Any prc perty of (4.2) which is determined by finite- 
dimensional distributions is true of all coalescents. Actually, most interesting 
properties also require separability, and are then true of all separable coalescents 
if they are true of that constructed in Theorem 3 ; some typical examples are given 
in the next theorem. 

Theorem 4, Let (R,; t 2 0) be a separable coalescent. Then (R,) is a Markov process, 
with 

P{R, E &} = 1 (4.8) 

fair all t > 0, where SF* consists of all equivalence relations on 
of equivalence classes, each of which is infinite. The process 

Dr = JR,1 

N with a finite number 

is a pure death process, with death rates $k(k - 1), which satisfies (2.8). Each sample 
path of (R,) runs through a sequence 

:vhere I6Ql= k. ‘The sequence (9&J is independent of (Dr), is Markovian and such 
that 9?k has distribution 9$ and (4.1) holds. In particulur, for E c %, 

P{R, E E} = f P{D, = k}&(E). 
k=l 

(4.9) 

Proof. All the statements are true for the particular coalescent constructed in 
Theorem 3, the only non-trivial one being the infinite character of the equivalence 
classes, which fallows from (3.8). All concern probabilities which can be calculated 
from the finite-dimensional distributions of {R,}, with the aid of separability. Hence 
they all hold for any separable coalescent. 

Note that any equivalence relation in %‘, can be transformed into any other by 
permuting the elements of N (so that the group of all $ acts transitively on %‘*)- 
Hence (4.8) cannot be strengthened by replacing 8% by any smaller set which is 
permutation-invariant. In this sense & is the natural support uf the process 
(R,; t > 0), though it doe.; not of course contain Ro. 

Theorem 4 gives a lot of information about {Rt}, but does not actually set out 
its transition function. However, the construction of {RiN’} in the proof of Theorem 
3, which is the ‘temporal coupling’ of [8], yields this as well. Suppose we require 
the stochastic structure of {R,,, ; t > 0}, given that R, = 5 E %‘*. The possible values 

of R,+, are the (finite number of) equivalence relations v with c c q. Any such q 
can be described by the relation q/r which it induces on the equivalence classes 
of 5. Thus the post-s process is described by the values of 

R :=” = R, JR,, (4.10) 
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and the previous argument shows that, if ir;c,] = n, this is an n-coalescent, Hence 
the transition function is given by combining (2.3) and (2.5) to evaluate 

P{R j”“’ = r) 

for all 5 E gn. 
It should be observed that, although the ‘minimal’ state space %& of {R,} is 

uncountable, the trajectories have rather limited freedom of choice. Once R, is 
observed for some positive t, however small, there are only finitely many possible 
states through which it may subsequently pass. For this reason it is probably 
inappropriate to subject the coalescent to the ‘powerful machinery’ [l, p. x] of the 
theory of ~ontinuous~time processes on a general state space. Questions which 
might be asked af the general theory can be answered more directly using the 
fa~torisation of Theorem 4 and the more straightforward theories of the mountable- 
state process {Dt} and the discrete-time process {.%?k}. 

15, Another picture of the jump chain 

The essential conceptual and analytical difficulties of the coalescent reside in the 
jump chain {9,}, and it may therefore be helpful to have an alternative picture or 
model of this process. Let UI, C’& . . . , VI, V2, . . . be independent random variables, 
each uniformly distributed on the interval f&l). With probability one, ail their 
values will br distinct. For k E N, define a relation Rk on N to consist of those pairs 
(i, j) for which either i = i or there is no point Vl (I G k - 1) in the interval with 
endpoints Ui and Up 

It is clear that, with probability one, Rk is an equivalence relation on N and that 
Rk z &_+ lfndeed, since every interval of positive length contains some Ui, we have 

Bcrause the sequence { Ui} is exchangeable, Rk is an exchangeable random element 
oi 8, and the limits (3.8) are readily identified by the law of large numbers of (Cr,): 
X,(1 c r G k) is the fib largest of the k subintervals into which the points 
VI, v2, . . * , V,+l divide (0, l), and X0 =Xk+t = l + l = 0. 

It is well knowr (cf. [5, Section 2.8)) that (X1, JQ, . . . , Xi:) is uniformly distributed 
o’ler the simplex 

so that if rearranged in random order they define a point uniformly distributed 
over Ak The calculations of Section 3 therefore show that & has distribution pk. 

NOW consider the conditional distribution of Rk _ 1 give2 .f&, k+ly l 4 * l A h’Jowl- 
edge of Rk determines the lengths of the subintervals X1, X2, . . . , Xk but not their 
order; fo this the &(I 2 k + 1) add only information about the way V,+, V&+1, . l l 
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fall, which is of no predictive value for R k _l. Hence the conditional distribution 
depends only on I&, and symmetry considerations show that any one of the $k(k - 1) 
relations 6 E 8’ with 5 > Rk is as probable as any other. 

Thus {Rk} is a Markov sequence with the same absolute distributions Pk and the 
same one-step-backward transition probability as {S&i, and therefore the two 
sequences have the same joint distributions. 

One may think of this construction in terms of a rectangular paintbox with base 
(0, 1) and vertical partitions rising from the points Vk. These partitions are removed 
one by one in descending order of k, and each removal allows the two colours 
hitherto separated to mix to form a new colour. The Ui are the points at which a 
brush is dipped into the paintbox in order to paint an infinite collection of balls, 
and @2k is the equivalence relation so induced from the colours left after Vk has 
been removed. 
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